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1. Introduction 

VENTURES, BETS AND INITIAL PROSPECTS of, 

by 

Clifford Hildreth 

This paper is concerned with dichotomous decisions under uncertainty 

and with one dimensional families of choices. In the dichotomous cases, 

a decision maker chooses one of two random variables whose values repre

sent alternative levels of wealth for the decision maker. One random 

variable, called the initial prospect, indicates how his wealth will be 

related to events outside his control if he retains his present assets and 

carries out his present plans and commitments. The other gives wealth as 

a function of developments in his environment if he chooses to modify his 

current position by signing a new contract (which could be an agreement to 

cancel an old contract), purchasing or selling some securities, buying or 

canceling insurance, expanding his business, placing a bet, or some other 

dealing that can be expected to affect his wealth, at least under. some cir

cumstances. The possible undertaking which would modify his initial prospect 

is called a venture. 

The model for dichotomous choice is developed in Section 2. It differs 

from some models appearing in the literature in posing a choice between two 

uncertain prospects rather than between a fixed level of wealth and an un

certain prospect. This is seen to be of some significance since an important 

aspect of any venture is its statistical relation to the initial prospect. 

If one alternative is a fixed level of wealth, this degenerate random variable 

is statistically independent of the venture. 



The relevance of dependence between the initial prospect and the 

venture is easy to indicate in a vague fashion. If the venture is such 

that it tends to add help if things otherwise go badly and to impose a 

cost if things otherwise go well, then it tends to stabilize the decision 

maker's outlook and, if he is a risk averter, such a venture will be more 

valuable than one which offers similar probabilities of gain and loss but 

is independent of the initial prospect. Alternatively but still speaking 

loosely, a risk averter should prefer, other things equal, a venture that 

is negatively correlated with his initial prospect. 
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In Section 3, a decomposition of the change in utility due to under

taking the venture is suggested. Components due to expected gain, spread, 

and dependence of the venture are distinguished. Interpretations of and 

possible approximations to elements of the decomposition are discussed. 

One-dimensional families of ventures are introduced in Section 4. 

Such a family is generated by a venture which can be undertaken in various 

amounts or sizes represented by multiples of a basic random variable. 

Favorable and optimal choices are related to derivatives of utility with 

respect to a parameter representing size of the venture. The first de

rivative is decomposed in a fashion corresponding to the decomposition 

of utility in Section 3. 

Bets are defined and considered in a formal way in Section 5. The 

large number of mutually favorable potential bets between pairs of in

dividuals is noted. In Section 6 some conjectured reasons that most 

people don't engage in betting are discussed and some hypothetical cir-

cumstances in which intelligent betting might have merit are suggested. 



Examples are cited which suggest that analyzing bets may sometimes sug

gest less expensive insurance arrangements or more effective pricing 

policies. 
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The paper raises issues rather than settling any. The theoretical 

model does seem to serve the purpose of permitting a first approximation 

analysis of the effect of dependence between the venture and the initial 

prospect, but many questions will require a more elaborate model. Trying 

to express the relevant outcome of the decision process as a real variable 

(called wealth) is clearly a gross simplification whose effects should be 

explored. For many purposes, explicitly dynamic models will be needed. 

As we learn more about the form of utility functions, better approximations 

to utilities of particular kinds of ventures should be possible. 

2. Utility of gain 

Let (O,~,p) be a probability space where an element w of 0 repre

sents a possible sequence of developments in a decision maker's environment 

and P represents the decision maker's subjective probability. 

S with typical element s, is a set of possible strategies or 

actions for the decision maker. A particular strategy and sequence of 

developments in his environment determines an outcome, x, 

x = S(w,s) 

For given s, Xs(w) = S(w,s) is a random mapping to the outcome space. 

In this paper the outcome is wealth measured in money and Xs is therefore 

a random variable. I do believe, however, that investigations are needed 



of the conditions under which wealth can adequately substitute for more 

comprehensive portrayals of outcome. 

~ is a von-Neumann-Morgenstern utility of wealth and the decision 

maker's problem is to 

maximize E ~(Xa) 
s e: S 

It is assumed throughout that 

~' > 0, ~" is continuous, I E ~(XB)1 < co if S e: S 
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(2.1) 

We begin by considering a simplified case in which only two alternative 

choices are feasible. The corresponding random variables are denoted X 

and X + Y 

X is called the initial prospect. It determines the distribution of 

outcomes that prevail if the decision maker carries out his current plans 

and commitments. Y is called the new venture and indicates how level of 

wealth will be affected under alternative w if a currently available bet, 

contract, or other undertaking is accepted. The problem, then, is to compare 

E ~(X + Y) with E ~(X) .1 

E ~(X + Y) = J~(X + Y)dP = JS~(x + y)FXy(dx, dy) (2.2) 

= JFv (dy) S~(x + y) Fx I V =y (dx) 

where F is the distribution function of the random variable or variables 

indicated by subscripts. 

In general, the decision depends intimately on ~,X, Y, P. Because 

it is frequently possible to know Y more completely than X it is of 
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interest to know under what conditions there might exist a reasonably stable 

function of gains or losses in wealth such that knowledge (exact or approx

imate) of this function and the distribution of the new venture might be 

sufficient to determine the choice. 

This point of departure differs from some in posing a choice between 

two prospects both of which are uncertain. It turns out that statistical 

independence or dependence between the current prospect and the new venture 

makes considerable difference in the subsequent analysis. In a formulation 

where one alternative is certain wealth, independence has been tacitly 

assumed. 

In the real world everyone constantly faces a variety of contingencies 

that might affect wealth -- property may be stolen, damaged, or inherited; 

liabilities may be accidentally incurred; currency in one's billfold may 

turn out to be counterfeit. I doubt that certain wealth is ever experienced. 

If this is true it is more realistic to think of a new venture as an oppor

tunity to modify an existing uncertain prospect rather than an opportunity 

to exchange a certain prospect for an uncertain one. 

Note that if we define ~(y) = J~(x + y)FX1Y=y(dx), then E ~(X + Y) 

= J~(y)Fy (dy) • Unless further conditions are imposed, ~ changes when-

ever P, ~, X, or Y changes so one could not investigate the form of S 

by observing the response to alternative ventures Y with known distributions. 

Define utility after gain, say ~(y), as the expected utility of the 

decision maker if he receives an outright gift of y dollars, i.e. 

~(y) = E ~(X + y) = J~(x + y)Fx (dx) (2.3) 
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Let 

~(y) = ~(Y)-E ~(X) W(y)-W(O) (2.4) 

be the utility of gain with t(O) = 0 

Now consider the decision on a new venture Y when Y is independent 

of the current prospect X 

E ~(X + Y) = JS~(x + y)FXy(dx, dy) (2.5) 

Any new venture Y that is independent of X is favorable if the expectation 

of ~(Y) is greater than E ~(X) , i.e., if E W(Y) > 0 The function W 

does not change as Y changes so long as the alternative ventures are 

independent of X. 

If an investigator determines properties of someone's utility function 

by eliciting responses to various gambling possibilities independent of his 

current contingencies, it is clearly properties of W that are being re-

vealed. It is therefore of interest to know possible relations between W 

and ~. A few observations of general interest are given below. In special 

applications, other properties will need to be investigated. 
~ 

For any y, ~(y) is an average of possible values of ~(x + y). It 

is obtained by smoothing ~. Furthermore, if conditions for differentiating 

~ under the integral hold, the derivatives of ~ are smoothed derivatives of 

~ . 
(2.6) 

Under this assumption, we may note -



1. If cpt n) has the same sign throughout its domain, 

then ~(n) has that sign everywhere. 

2. If cp(n) has predominately one sign, the exceptions 

could be "averaged out" and ~(II) could have the 

predominate sign everywhere. For example, if cp 

has the Friedman-Savage form (predominately concave, a 

convex region), W might still be strictly concave. 

3. If cp has some concave and some convex intervals, 

W could be nearly linear over a wide range. 
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Averaging preserves the form of some, but not all, commonly considered 

utility functions. For example, 

4. If cp(x) = a + bx then W(y) = a + b EX + by if 

For a < 0, 

b < 0 the latter is the constant absolute risk 

aversion function and the coefficient of risk aversion, 

-b is not changed. 

5. If cp is a polynomial of degree m and X has m 

moments, then W is a polynomial of degree m. 

6. If cp is a decreasing risk aversion function cp(x) = (x + d)c 

with 0 < c < l, then the form of * depends on Fx 

Since utility of gain Hy) differs from utility after gain ~(y) 

by a constant, the above remarks are true if W is replaced by W except 

that 4 becomes 

4' . If cp(x) = a + bx , then W(y) = by and if cp(x) = ae blt , 

then W(y) = 
b by a(Ee It) (e - 1) 
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3. A possible decomposition 

Since the effect on expected utility of undertaking a new venture 

can be analyzed more simply if the venture is independent of the current 

prospect, it seems reasonable to analyze the effect of a dependent venture 

Y in two steps. ~irst consider a hypothetical venture that has the same 

distribution as Y but is independent of X and then consider the difference 

in the effect of Y and the effect of the hypothetical venture. 

Accordingly, for any venture Y, let W be a random variable that 

is independent of both X and Y and has the same distribution as y.3 

Now consider 

E ~(X + Y) - E ~(X) = [E ~(X + W) - E ~(X)] (3.1) 

where W = EW 

+ [E ~(X + W) - E ~(X + W)] 

+ [E ~(X + Y) - E ~(X + W)] 

Call the difference on the left the "utility of the venture" (U y ). 

Call the successive terms in square brackets on the right the "utility of 

expected gain" (UG) , the "utility of spread" (Us), and the "utility of 

dependence" (Uo). Each of these utilities depends on ~, X, Y so we 

shall sometimes write Uy(~, X, Y), UG(~' X, Y) ,etc. Note that signs 

and ratios of these utilities and those that would be obtained for alternative 

ventures are invariant with respect to positive linear transformations of cp 

A venture is favorable, i.e., undertaking the venture increases expected 

utility, if Uy > O. In the symbols just introduced,4 

(3.2) 
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with 

(3.3) 

Us = E ~(X + W) - E ~ (X + W) = E ~(W) - t(W) = E t(y) - t(Y) (3.4) 

Uo = E ~(X + Y) - E ~(X + W) (3.5) 

where, as defined in Section 2, t(y) = E ~(X + y) - E ~(X), and Y = W 

is the common mean of Y and W 

Utility of expected gain is the increment of expected utility that 

would accrue to the decision maker if he were given a gift equal to the 

mean, or (subjective) actuarial value, of the venture. Since t(O) = 0 

and t' > 0, UG agrees with the sign of Y. For a risk averter, 

~" < 0 hence t" < 0 and by Jensen's inequa1i ty, Us < 0 (see the second 

equality of (3.4)). Also, for risk averters, Uo tends to be negative if high 

values of X and Y occur together more frequently than if X and Y were 

independent; and Uo tends to be positive if high values of X occur with 

low values of Y more frequently than if X and Y were independent. This 

is admittedly a very loose statement; later, it will be made more precise for 

special cases. 

For the present, perhaps the statement about Uo can be given a little 

plausibility by supposing that X takes either a high value xl or a low 

value x2 and that Y takes only two values, Yl > Ya. Since W has the 

same marginal distribution as Y, W is also equal to Yl or Ya. Let 

P1J be the probability that X= Xi' Y = Y3 for i, j = 1, 2 . Let ql j 

be the probability that X= xl W = Yj Then L Pl j = L ql 3 for j = 1, 2 
1 1 

and L Pl j = L ql j for i = 1, 2 Let 6 = Pll - qll, then P12 - qla j j 

= Pal - qal = -5 and Pas - qu = 6 So 
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Uo = L: L (PiJ - ql J) cp(X1 +Yj) (3.6) 
1 J 

= 0 [CP(X1 + Y1) + cp(X2 + Y2) - cp(X1 + Y2) - cp(Xa + Y1) ] 

If cP is concave, the coefficient of 0 is negative since 

(xl + Y2) = 0:'(x1 + Y1) + (1 - 0:') (x2 + Y2) (3.7) 

(X2 + Yl) = (1 - a)(x1 + Y1) + 0:'(X2 + Y2) 

where 0:'= x
J -Xa and, by concavity, 

Xl + Y1 - X2 - Y2 

(3.8) 

and, adding 

(3.9) 

Thus if like values of X and Yare more probable than like values of 

X and W, 5 is positive and Uo negative. 

If tne venture being considered is an expansion of the decision maker's 

present business, we expect the venture to be positively correlate,d with 

his initial prospect. Thus, if he is a risk averter, we expect that 

Uo < O. Since Us < 0 for risk averters this would mean that, to be 

favorable, the venture would have to offer substantial expected gain so 

that UG > 0 could overbalance Us' Uo • 

On the other hand, for a typical insurance policy, Y < 0 and 

~(y) < 0 (provided the decision maker is not materially more optJmistic than 

the company's tables would justify) so Uo must be sufficiently large to 



compensate for both Us < 0, UG < O. Note that, in this case, Y is 

positive if a specified loss occurs and negative if it does not occur so 

Y is expected to be negatively correlated with X. 
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Purchase of securities usually involves positive UG , and Uo could 

be either positive or negative depending on how contingencies determining 

yield and/or appreciations of the new securities compare with contingencies 

determining outcomes under the current prospect. If the favorable contin

gencies tend to be different we expect Uo > 0 • 

We usually think of UG > 0 for bets on such events as sporting 

events or elections. UG can be positive for both parties if their sub

jective probabilities of the basic event differ. It will be argued in 

Section 6, however, that intelligent betting sometimes involves UG < 0 

Uo > O. By the definition used there, many insurance policies are bets 

of this type or are combinations of several bets. 

For a bet on a random device -- cards, dice, etc. -- the venture is 

independent of the current prospect (unless the prospect already includes 

a bet on the same trial) which implies Uo = O. If the gambler in a casino 

knows the odds, UG < O. His gambling must then be explained by risk 

preference, which would make Us > 0 , or by some consideration not included 

in the theory sketched in Section 2. Smith [15] suggests modifying the utility 

function of habitual gamblers to include a positive utility of being in a 

gambling situation. 

newsmagazine [14]. 

This is consistent with the views expressed in a popular 

In this paper, the habitual gambler will be neglected and 

the theoretical framework sketched in Section 2 retained. 

If one knew the utility of wealth function, the initial prospect and the 

venture, the various expectations could be calculated directly and exactly. 
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Typically, one has some presumptions about the fUnction and random variables 

which, if accepted, furnish pieces of information. 

If one can develop approximate relations between the components of a 

decomposition and properties of the utility function and the random 

variables, the decomposition may aid in establishing probable reactions 

to alternative ventures under various circumstances. For this to be realized 

we need to develop some knowledge of the properties of actual utility functions. 

For example, if W were a polynomial of degree N, it would follow 

that 

N 1 _ n 
w( n ) w(Y) = ~(Y) + L; iT (Y-Y) (Y) 

n=l 
(3.10) 

and 

N 1 
E ~(Y) W(Y) L; W(n) (Y) 

- n 
Us = - = ;: E (Y-Y) 

n=2 
(3.11) 

Thus, to approximate Us we would have to be able to approximate the first 

derivatives of W at Y and the first N moments of Y. If W were 

cubic 

(3.12) 

If the distribution of Y were approximately symmetric, the last term would 

be small and the product of the second derivative and the variance would 

approximate Us By similar reasoning, Uo could be approximated for 

special cases. Realistically, however, one could safely use a polynomial 

approximation to W or ~ only if he could be sure that tail probabilities 
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were sufficiently small. If the coefficient of the highest order term 

of a polynomial representing ~ is negative, then ~'< 0 for suffi-

ciently large wealth; if the coefficient is positive then ~" becomes 

positive and arbitrarily large as wealth increases. 

4. One-dimensional families of ventures 

A family lJ of possible ventures will be said to be one-dimensional if 

there exists a nontrivial (not almost surely equal to 0) venture Y, called 

a base, such that Z E lJ ~ Z = a Y for some real number a. We shall 

usually think of each family as being associated with a specific base. Sin~2 

only one-dimensional families are considered in this paper, the designation 

is usually omitted. A family will be called -

divisible if Z E '4=>aZ E lJ for 0 ~ a~ 1 

expansible if Z €lJ~ a Z E lJ for 1 ~ a< co 

adjustable if Z E lJ=>az E lJ for 0 ~ a<oo 

reversible if Z E lJ~ a Z E lJ for a= - 1 

adaptable if Z E lJ~ aZ E lJ for - QO < a<co. 

Thus adjustable means divisible and expansible; adaptable means adjustable 

and reversible. 

A one-dimensional family represents a situation in which the gains 

conditioned on various events will be proportional to an amount that the 

5 
decision maker elects to stake or invest. Divisibility corresponds to being 
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able to stake anything within a certain upper limit, expansibility implies 

an infinite upper limit, reversibility is illustrated by being able to 

trute either side of a bet or to either purchase nondividend paying securities 

or sell short without cost. 

A few results on optimal and favorable ventures will be developed here 

as background for the discussion of betting in later sections. 

Consider an adaptable family ~ = (dY) ,where R is the real line, 
O'ER 

and let V(O') represent the utility of the venture dY, i.e., 

V(O') = E cp(X + dY) - E cp(X) 

Thus V(O') > 0 ~ 0' Y is a favorable venture. Some relations between prop-

(4.1) 

erties of cp and properties of V follow. It is assumed that any derivatives 

of cp which exist are measurable. 

Pro~osition 1. If 3: integer N :3 

(i) cp (N ) is bounded on R 

(ii) E[cp(n)(X)]2 exists for n = 0, 1, .. , N-l 

(iii) EY and EY2(n-l) exist for n = 1, 2, .. , N 

Then V(O') is finite on R. 

Proof: Note that the assumption that EY exists is redundant when N > 1 

For an N that satisfies (i), Taylor's formula may be used to obtain 

N-l 
E cp(X + dY) = E cp(X) + n~l ~E(dY)ncp(n)(X) + ~E(cpy)Ncp(N)(X + dYy(X, Y») (4.2) 

where 0 ~ y(X, Y) ~ 1 

Let B bound I cp(N ) I. Then 

(4.3) 
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(iii) implies that ElyN I exists so the other expectations in (4.3) exist 

and therefore the final term of (4.2) exists. (ii) and (iii) imply that 

both (dY)n and ~(n)(x) have variances for n = 0, 1, ", N-l so the 

expectation of each product (dY)n ~(n)(x) exists. Two corollaries are 

stated without proof. 

Corollary 1-1. If ~' is bounded on Rand EY exists then V(~) is 

finite on R. 

Corollary 1~2. If 3N such that (ii), (iii) hold and (i') ~(N) is bounded 

on the range of (X + dY) for ~ in an open set a, then V(~) is 

finite on a. 

Note that ~(x + ay) is a mapping from R3 to R while ~(X + ~y) 
2 

is a mapping from n X R to R. 

Proposition 2. If 

(i) ~(x) is almost everywhere (Fx) co~tinuous, and 

(ii) for a given ~ = Ob, there exists a neighborhood 

h(OO) of 00 and an integrable random variable 

Z:3 I~(X + ~Y') I ~ Z for all ~Eh(ao) 

Then V(~) is continuous at ~ = ao . 

Proof: Let ~ -+Olo with [~n}Ch(~o) 

by the dominated convergence theorem. 

Proposition 3. If 

Then E ~(X + ~n Y) -+ E ~(X + ~o Y) 

(i) ~(x) is almost everywhere (Fx) differentiable, 

and 

(ii) for a given ~, there exists an integrable 

random variable Z and a neighborhood of zero 

such that 
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ep(X + CiY + hY) - ep(X + cl'l) < Z "If h in h(O) 
h 

then, at the given a, 

J oCP(X + Ci'l) J op(x + ""y) 
VI(a) = oa dP= - oa "'" FXy(dx, dy) 

Proof: Let hI) .... 0, [hn } E h(O) Then 

(4.4) 

lim V(a + h n ) - V(a) = lim E cfl(X + ay + h n Y) - cp(X + (fl.) 
hn-+O hn hn~O hn 

E ocp(X + cil) 
~Q' 

where the existence almost everywhere (p) of ~(X + aY) = yep I (X + cit) 
oa 

follows from (i) and the last equality follows from (ii) and the dominated 

convergence theorem. 

Corollary 3-1. If 

(i) cp(n) (x) exists almost everywhere (Fx) for 

n = 1, 2, ", N 

and 

(ii) for a given a, there exists an integrable random 

variable Z and a neighborhood h(O) C R such that 

I 
ep(f\) (X + CiY + hY

h

) - cp(n) (X + c/'l) 
< Z "If h e: h (0) 

and n = 0, 1, ", N-1 , then, at the given a. 

(4.5) 

Proof: Apply Proposition 3 to successive derivatives. 
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Clearly if the conditions of Proposition 3 or those of Corollary 3-1 

hold for all a in an open set, which might be R, then the indicated 

differentiation under the integral is valid on that set. 

Corollary 3-2. If the conditions of 3-1 hold for N = 2 and a in an open 

interval c9 and if cp":s;; 0 on the ranges of (X + a Y) for a e c9 then 

v" :s;; 0 ort c9 Furthermore, if cp" < 0 on range (X + a Y), a € c9 ; 

then V" < 0 on c9. 

Thus 3-2 gives sufficient conditions for concavity, or strict concavity, 

of V when two derivatives exist. Sometimes concavity of V might be estab

lished without differentiability. 

Proeosition 4. If the conditions of Proposition 1 hold on aa open interval 

c9 and if cp is (strictly) concave on the ranges of (X + aY) for a e c9 , 

then V is (strictly) concave on c9. 

Proof: V a, l3e c9 

V (~) - ~[v(a) + V(I3)] = EtCP(X + ~~) - ~[cp(X + CXf) + cp(X + I3Y)]} ~ 0 

where the inequality follows from the concavity of cp and the consequent 

nonnegativity of the integrand. If cp is strictly concave, the integrand 

and therefore the integral are strictly positive. 

In later sections we shall sometimes be interested in detecting favorable 

ventures (ventures which raise expected utility). If, for an adaptable family 

with base Y, V'(O) is positive then there is a neighborhood of 0 in 

which positive values of a correspond to favorable ventures of aY and 

negative values of a correspond to unfavorable ventures (see e.g., Theorem 

5-7, Apostol [2, page 91]). Assuming differentiability, 
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V' (CI.) = E Y cp' (X + r.iY.) (4.5) 

V'(o) = E Y cp'(X) = E [[ylx} cp'(X)] = J YxCP'(X) Fx (dx) (4.6) 

~lere [ylx} stands for the conditional expectation of Y given X and 

Yx is the value of [yIX} o~ (X = x). If Y is independent of X, 

-
then [ylx} = Y = Yx and V' (0) = Y E cpt (X) Since ~' has been assumed 

-always positive, the sign of V'(O) agrees with Y. 

The discussion of the preceding paragraph is sununarized in6 

Proposition 5. If Y is the base of an adaptable family and V'(O) = 

J Yx cpt (x) Fx (dx) > 0 , then :II neighborhood h(O) of zero 3 

CI. E h(O), CI. > 0 ~ E cp(X + r.iY.) > E cp(X) 

and 

CI. E nco), CI. < 0 ~ E cp(X + r.iY.) < E cp(X) 

The inequalities involving CI. must be reversed if V'(O) < 0 If Y is 

independent of X, then V'(O) = Y E cp'(X) and the sign of V'(O) is the 

same as the sign of Y. 

If Y is the base of a one-dimensional family, the corresponding value 

of V'(~) will be called the marginal utility of Y and V'(O) the initial 

marginal utility of Y. 

Two individuals will be said to exchange the ventures Y, -Y if one 

individual agrees to pay the other yew) upon the realization of any w 

for which yew) > 0 and the second individual agrees to pay -yew) to the 

first if an w for which yew) < 0 is realized. 

Let P, P be the personal probability measures of two individuals and 

v(a), V(a) their respective utilities of the venture aY. 
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Corollary 5.1. Given two individuals, if there exists a venture Y such 

that the initial marginal utilities of Y for the two individuals differ 

in sign then there exists an a such that the exchange aY, - aY is 

mutually favorable. 

Proof: Suppose V'(O) < 0, y'(O) > 0 are the initial marginal utilities 

of Y By Proposition 5 ~ E > 0 such that aY is favorable to the 

first individual for - E < a < 0 and ~ S > 0 such that dY is favorable 

to the second party for 0 < a < S Thus an exchange in which the first 

individual receives - dY and the second receives aY is mutually favorable 

for 0 < a < min [E, 5} 

Suppose that the decision maker is a risk averter (~" < 0 on R) 

and that two differentiations under the integral are valid. Then 

V"(a) = E y2 ~"(X + aY) is everywhere negative and a number of ele-

mentary results follow. Som~ of these are listed without proofs. 

Proposition 6. Suppose V" < 0 on R and V' (a) == 0 has a solution, 

then 

(a) The solution to V'(a) = 0 is unique, call it 

a, and dY is a unique optimal venture. 

(b) a> 0 ~ V'(O) > 0 

(c) a > 0 ::::) ~ unique a* 3 a* > ;;. , * V(a ) = 0 and 

the set of favorable ventures is [a ylo < a < a*} 

Proposition 7. Suppose V" < 0 on R, V'(a) = 0 has no solution, 

and V'(O) > 0 then 

(a) V is monotonic increasing. 

(b) The set of favorable ventures is [a ylO < a} 
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Modifications needed to postulate a different sign for a in Prop-

osition 6 or for VI(O) in Proposition 7 are obvious. The discussion has 

been in terms of adaptable families but a number of results for other cases 

follow readily from considerations of the behavior of yea) For example, 

if a family is adjustable but not adaptable and V"< 0, VI(O) < 0, the 

favorable set is empty. If only integer values of a are permitted and 

V" < 0 Proposition 7 would still apply if VI(a) = 0 had no solution. 

If a were a solution, one would merely have to examine yea) for the 

two integers closest to a in searching for an optimum. 

Propositions 6 and 7 suggest the desirability of a criterion for the 

existence of a solution to VI(a) = O. If we assume that lim ~I(X) = 0 
x-C) 

(note that this is implied by bounded utility) then Proposition 8 answers 

this need. 

Proposition 8. Suppose V" < o and lim ~I(X) = 0 Then 
x-tCO 

VI (a) = 0 

has a solution ~ P(Y > 0) and P(Y < 0) are both positive. 

Proof: If P(Y < 0) = 0 then, for any a, the integrand of 

VI(a) = Jy~I(X+aY) is a.s. ~O so VI(a) ~O with equality 

holding only if Y = 0 a.s. which was excluded at the outset. Simi-

larly, for any a, P(Y> 0) = 0 implies VI(a) < 0 for nontrivial Y. 

Suppose P(Y > 0), P(Y < 0) are positive. Let y+ = max [0, Y} , 

y- = max [0, -y}. Then 

V I (a) = r y+ ~ I (X + oIY) - J Y- ~ I (X + aY) = A + B 
< a a 

A > 0 and is a monotonically decreasing function of a a B > 0 and 
a 

is a monotonically increasing function of a. Hence it is sufficient to 

show that 

lim A = 
Q'-'ClO a 

lim 
0--= 

B = 0 a 



Let [Yk }, k = 1, 2, ... be an increasing sequence of nonnegative, 

simple random variables approaching y+ and [Xk } 

simple random variables approaching X. For any 

[Okn} n = 1, 2, ... , Nk of o 3 Y k = Ykn' Xk = Xkn 

Pkn = P(~n) and 

so lim ~'(x) = 0 ~ lim 
x-ICICI a- co 

Ak = 0 . ct 
Clearly 

V € > 0 3: k 3 k ;;:: k ~ IA k - A I 
€ € ct ct 

and 

a sequence of 

k 3: 

on 

c; 
<-2 

partition 

°kn . Let 
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Thus ct;;::ct ~A <€ 
E:k E ct and lim A = 0 . 

a-+=ct 
By an entirely similar argu-

ment lim B = 0 . 
a--co ct 
Interpretations of some interest are obtained by applying thedecom-

position of Section 3 to an adaptable family. Write 

V(ct) = G(ct) + S(ct) + D(ct) (4.7) 

where 

G(ct) = E ~(X + ctY) - E ~(x) = W(ctY) 

S(ct) = E ~(X + oW) - E ~(X + oi) = E W(ctY) w(oi) (4.8) 

D(ct) = E ~(X + ay) - E w(X + oW) = E ~(X + dY) - E *(dY) 

and, as before, W is a random variable that is independent of X and 

Y and has the same distribution as Y and *(y) = E ~(X + y). Call 

D'(O), S'(O), G'(O) the initial contributions of dependence, spread, 
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and expected gain, respectively. We have -

(4.9) 

G'(O) = Y 1jr'(0) 

The initial contribution of expected gain is the product of expected 

gain and the initial marginal utility of gain. 

s ' (0') = E Y 1jr' (ciY) - Y 1jr' (O'Y) (4.10) 

s'(O) = 1jr'(O)(Y - Y) = 0 

-
For sufficiently small ventures, spread is not important. Let Yx be 

the expected value of Y given that X = x. Then 

D' (0') = E Y cpt (X + O'.Y) - E W 1jr' (X + obi) 

D'(O) = E Y cp'(X) - Y E cp'(X) 

= J Fx (dx) J (y - Y)CP' (x) Fy I x==x (dy) 

= J (yx - Y)cp' (x) Fx (dx) 

Combining (4.12), (4.10) and (4.9) 

In cases of partial knowledge, Y" may not be known. 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

-
If however, Y" 

is mO::l.otonic, its monotonicity may be known and, with concavity, this is 

sufficient to determine the sign of the initial contributio~ of dependence. 

To avoid triviality in Yx we assume P(X # X) > 0 . 
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Proposition 9. (a) If cp" < 0 on R and Yx is strictly increasing7 

then D' (0) < 0 

- D' (0) (b) If " :s: 0 and Yx is nondecreasing, then :s: 0 cp 

-(c) If cp" < 0 and Yx is strictly decreasing then D' (0) > 0 

-
(d) If cp" < 0 and Yx is r'.onincreasing then D' (0) ~ 0 

Proof: Proving (a) will sufficiently illustrate the proofs. 

Consider the disjoint sets Al = [xl'lx > y}, A2 = [xlYx < Y} Since 

Yx is strictly increasing and cp'(x) is strictly decreasing, cp'(xl ) < CP'(X2) 

Let cp'(i) = inf [1jr'(x) Ix e: A2 } • x exists by 

the mean value theorem since cpt is continuous and x cannot be in both Al 

Suppose x t Al • Then cp'(x) < cp'(x) V x E Al and 

(4. 14) 

It is also true that cp' (x) ~ cp' (x) V x e: A.,a 

fAa (Yx - 'I) cpt (x) Fx (dx) :s: cp' (x) fAa ('Ix - 'l) Fx (dx) (4.15) 

S 'Ix F x (dx) = -It is well known that Y so 

fAl ('Ix - 'I) Fx (dx) + fAa ('Ix - 'I) Fx (dx) = 0 (4.16) 

Using (4.14) - (4.16) and noting that the integral over [xl'lx 'l} is zero 

consider, 

D' (0) = f ('Ix 'I) cp' (x) Fx (dx) (4.1 7 ) 

= f ('Ix - 'I) cp'(x) Fx (dx) + I ('Ix - 'I) cp'(x) Fx (dx) 
Al A2 

< cp'(x)[I ('Ix - 'I) Fx (dx) + I ('Ix - 'I) Fx (dx)] = 0 
Al A2 
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Propositions 5 - 7 illustrate the way in which the initial contribution 

of the venture, V'(O) , contains informatio;:t about favorable and optimal 

ventures. Since the initial contribution of spread is zero, initial contri-

but ion of the venture is the sum of the initial contributions of expected 

gain and dependence, V'(O) = C'(O) + D'(O) From (4.9), the sign of 

C'(O) always agrees with Y, the subjective actuarial value. From 

Proposition 9, the sign of DI(O) for a risk averter can be determined 

if the conditional expectation Yx is monotonic and of known direction. 

If the influences of these terms coincide, the sign of VI(O) is clear; 

if not one would have to make quantitative approximations which, hopefully, 

we can learn to do as we learn more about utilities, probabilities, and the 

total array of co;:ttingencies faced by people whose behavior we hope to 

understand. 

5. Bets 

For an event A with 0 < PA < l, Y is a bet on A if 

{

Yo 
yew) = 

Yl 

for w e A 

for 

Equivalently, 

where IA f Is are indicators. 

For convenience let PA = a, PB = b 

times called the subjective odds on 

bet 

with Yo > 0, y 1 < 0 • 

Note a+b=l. 

the market odds. 

a 
b 

For 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

is some-

Y a 
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E cp(X + Y) = J cp(X + yo) dP + .r cp(X + Yl) dP (5.3) 

A B 

Employing the decomposition introduced in Section 3, 

E cp(X + Y) - E cp(X) = Uv = UG + Us + Uo (5.4) 

where 

U G = E cp(X + y) (5. S) 

Us = E cp(X + W) - E cp(X + Y) (S.6) 

= a J cp(x + ycJ Fx (dx) + b ,r cp(x + Yl) Fx (dx) - ~(Y) 

Uo = E cp(X + Y) - E cp(X + W) (5.7) 

Utility of dependence will be discussed presently (see pages 28-34). Firsl 

we temporarily assume that the bet Y is independent of X Under this 

assumption Uo = 0 and one need not distinguish between Wand Y For 

a risk averter, ~ is concave and Us < 0 since the definitio3 of concavity 

of ~ directly implies that the last line of (S.6) is negative. 

Now consider a family of bets * where R is a s;Jbset, 

possibly improper, of the real line. Then 

V(a) = E cp(X + aY) - E cp(X) (S.8) 

= aJcp( x + ayo) Fx (dx) + b S cp(x + ayl) Fx (dx) - E cp(X) 
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where the second line results from our temporary assumption that Y is 

independent of X. Hence 

(5.9) 

-V I (0) = (ayo + by 1) ~ I (0) = Y f (0) 

Note that Vl(O) = GI(O) + Sl(O) + DI(O) = GI(O) since Sl(O) = 0 was 

shown for general ventures in Section 4 and DI(O) = 0 is a consequence 

of independence of Y and X 

It was observed in Section 4 (Propositions 6, 7) that, assuming risk 

aversion, Vl(O) > 0 implies that the set of favorable bets in an 

adaptable family consists of those for which lies in an open 

interval in R bounded on the left by the origin. If an optimal bet exists, 

it is unique and corresponds to Ol = ~ where Vl(~) = 0 Of course, 

Vl(O) > 0 insures that ~ > O. By similar reasoning Vl(O) < 0 implies a 

favorable interval for Ol extending to the left from the origin, and V 1(0) = 0 

implies a unique optimum at Ol = 0 so the adaptable family contains no 

favorable bets. 

Without requiring risk aversioLl, it can still be said (Proposition 5) 

that Vl(O) > 0 implies a neighborhood of the origin, say h(O) , such that 

Ol E h(O) n R+ (R+ is the positive half of R) implies dY is favorable 

and Ol € h(O) n R- implies dY is unfavorable. If Vl(O) < 0 there is an 

h*(O) such that dY is favorable for Ol e h*(O) n R- and unfavorable for 

ex e h*(O) n R+ This means that with Vl(O) < 0 it would be favorable to 

place at least a small bet against A, i.e., on B. 
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From (5.9) 

V'(O) = (!!. + Yl) by 1jI'(0) 
b Yo 0 

(5.10) 

Thus, for a family of bets, v' (0) has the sign of (
!!. + Yl ) 
b Yo 

the 

difference between the subjective odds and the market odds on A 

Proposition 10. If two decision makers have different subjective 

probabilities for an event A that is independent of their current 

prospects, then there exist mutually favorable bets based on A. 

Proof: Let Y = Yo IA + Yl Is where Yo > 0, Yl < 0, B = A
C 

Let 

a, b be the respective probabilities of A, B for the first party and 

!!., b for the second. If a < a and then 

V'(O) = (ayo + bYl) 1jI'(0) < 0 

y'(O) = (~Yo + £Yl) .1'(0) > 0 

and by Corollary 5-1, ~ a 3 the exchange ~, - aY is mutually favorable. 

Proposition 10 has been discussed by Aumann [4] and Smith [15]. 
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When we co~sider the large ~umber of potential events and the diverge~t 

opinions that are expressed in many conversations, it would seem that oppor

tunities for mutually favorable bets between most any pair of individuals 

abound. s Yet most of the public does not bet. Why? 

Possible reasons are disussed in Section 6 after some examinations of 

dependent bets in the remainder of this sectio~. Although Proposition 10 

does not hold for bets which are not independent of the current prospect, 

there is no reason to believe that dependency materially reduces the numher 

of pote~tially favorable bets. A dependent bet can be either more or less 

favorable tha~ a corresponding independent bet that offers equal probability 

of winning. 

Dependent bets will be discussed under the ass'lmption of risk aversion, 

cp" < 0 As observed in Section 3, the central commonsense notio~ of the 

effect of dependence is simple. If the venture under consideratio~ tends to 

offer gains under circumstances that would otherwise make wealth low and to 

offer losses when wealth would otherwise be high, its acceptance tends to 

stabilize the income prospect and to resemble insurance in this respect. On 

the other hand, if the venture tends to offer its possible gains under cir

cumstances that would be favorable under the initial prospect witho'..lt adding 

the venture, then its utility of dependence or insurance effect is negat-iv;_ 

This notio~ is formally applied to ~etting in the remainder of the sectio~ 

and the~ discussed in a more practical vein in the concluding sectio~ which 

follows. 

For Y a bet on A and W a ra~dom variable with the same distribution 

as Y a'1.d independent of X and Y, 
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Uo = E ~(X + y) - E ~(X + w) (5.11) 

= a S ~(x + YO)[FX1A - FxJ(dx) + b J ~(x + Yl)[Fx1B - FxJ(dx) 

where 
1 1 

FXIA(X) =; P[(X < x) n A] , FXIB(X) = b P[(X < x) n BJ Vx~R . The 

last line of (5.11) suggests defining the functions of bo~nded variation 

(5.12) 

The following are readily verified -

(i) aFX1A + bFx I B = Fx 

(ii) aMx I A + bMx I B = 0 

(iii) lim Mx I A (x) = lim Mx I B (x) = 0 
xJ,-co x.J,-co 

(iv) lim )1XIA(X) = lim l1x I B (x) = 0 
xj<lO xj<lO 

Using (ii), 

(5.13) 

where A(X) = ~(x + Yo) - ~(x + Yl) will be called the provisional utility 

of winning the bet. It is the difference between utility after winning and 

utility after losing provided (X = x) occurs. 
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(v) A > 0 

(vi) AI < 0 

(vii) cp( n ) <0=>A(n-1) <: 0 and > or = 

can be substituted for < on both sides. 

(viii) cp( n ) constant => A(n) = 0 

(viii) implies that if cp is a polynomial of degree n, then A is 

a polynomial of degree n - 1. I suspect many readers would agree with a 

presumption that cp(3) is positive, i.e., ( 2) 
cp becomes closer to zero 

as x increases. It may be observed that cp(3) > 0 for both the constant 

absolute and constant relative risk aversion functions. By (vii) this would 

imply A" > O. That A" approaches 0 from above is then implied by 

(vi) . 

It seems reasonable to say that an event C is more adverse in mean 

than an event D, written C * D, if 

(5.14) 

a::1d to say that C is fundamentally more adverse than 
A 

D, C -k D if 

with > for some xeR (5.15) 

From Theorem 1 of Hanoch and Levy [~page 337] (see also Hadar a~d 

Russell [10]). 

(5.16) 

We shall also say that C is more adverse than D, C * D, if 

x x f F x I C (dx) ~ f F x I 0 ( dx) If x e Rand F x I c:f. F l( ,0 
_co -co 

(5.17) 
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"A e a", "A e: a", "A € a" will be read, respectively: "A is mea:1. 

adverse", "A is fundamentally adverse", "A is adverse". These classes 

of events are defined 

(5.18) 

For certain types of bets. the vague notion that utility of dependence 

is positive if the venture tends to yield positive returns when wealth u;:lder 

the initial prospect is low is expressed nore precisely by several propo-

sitions below. The first two are direct consequences of theorems of Hanoch 

and Levy [11]. 

Proposition 11. Supp~se Y is a bet on A and cp" < O. The:! 

A , 

A E a ~ Uo(cp, x, Y) > 0 

Proof: From (5.13) 

Uo = a[J A(X) FxIA(dx) - J A(X) Fx(dx)] 

= a[J -A(X) Fx(dx) - S -A(X) FxIA(dx)] 

-A(X) is nondecreasing (see remarks, page 30) and 

" 
A E a ~ Fx ~ Fx I A Vx€R , Fx :l= Fx I A 

Theorem 1 of Hanoch-Levy therefore implies that the quantity in brackets is 

positive. 



Proposition 12. 

Then 

Suppose Y is a bet on A, cp" < 0 and cp'" > 0 . 

A e a ~ Uo (cp, x, Y) > 0 

Proof: By the remarks on page 30, cp'" > 0 ~ ;\" > 0 so -;\ (x) is 

nondecreasing and concave. Writing Uo as in Proposition 9, the con

clusion follows from Hanoch-Levy Theorem 2 [11, page 338]. 

An insurance policy that pays a stated amount if a specified event 

occurs satisfies our definition of a bet. Some other policies can be 

regarded as combinations of bets. A typical property that would usually 

distinguish insurance policies from what we ordinarily call bets is that 

the insurance policy is based on an event that pertains to the personal 

affairs of the insured and involves a clear loss for him. Thus most 
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events on which insurance policies are based would seem to be fundamentally 

adverse or at least adverse. 

Now consider an adaptable family of bets, Y = (aY) with 
O'eR 

V(O') = E cp(X + O'Y) - E cp(X). Recall, from Section 4, that V'(O) > 0 

implies that favorable ventures occ?r with 0' > 0 and V'(O) < 0 ~ 0' < 0 

for favorable ventures. V'(O) = C'(O) + n'(O) with C'(O) = (ayo + bYl) 11"(0) . 
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Since one expects in an application to ~sual1y know the sign of G'(O) and 

sometimes be able to approximate the magnitude, one is interested in similar 

information for D'(O). Here we briefly consider the sign, deferring possible 

approximation to another investigation. 

One can proceed along the lines of Propositions 11 and 12. 

Whence 

D ' (0) = a (Yo - Y 1)[ J cp , (x) F x I A (dx) - S cp , (x) F x (dx) ] 

By reasoning similar to Propositio~s 11 and 12, 

Proposition 13. Suppose Y is a bet o~ A 

family based on Y, and cp" < o. Then 

A E a ~ D' (0) > 0 

(~)aER is an adaptable 

(5.21) 

(5 

Proposition 14. Suppose Y is a bet on A, (dY)a€R is an adaptable family 

based on Y cp" < 0, and cp'" > 0 Then 

A E a ~ D' (0) > 0 

Alternatively, one can use the approach of Section 4. 

D(a) = E cp(X + aY) - E cp(X + oW) (5.23) 

D' (a) = EY cp' (X + Clf) - EW cp' (X + oW) (5.24) 
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D' (0) = EY cpt (X) - YE cpt (X) = (Yx - Y) lP, (x)Fx(dx) (5.25) 

By Proposition 9, page 23, if Yx is monotonic and the decision maker is a 

risk averter, the sign of D' (0) is opposite to the monotonicity of Yx • 

For a family of bets, 

(5.26) 

where ax = p(AIX = x) or ax is the conditional expectation of IA 

evaluated at WE(X = x) b x = P(B\X = x) = 1 - ax Thus, assuming risk 

aversion and monotonic ax, the sign of D'(O) is opposite to the mono

tonicity of ax • 

6. To bet or not to bet 

From the results of the previous sections it appears that there are 

many potential mutually favorable bets between pairs of individuals in the 

economy. By Proposition 10, two individuals have mutually favorable bets 

whenever there is an event that is independent of their current prospects 

and concerning which they have different subjective probabilities. 

From Propositions 13 and 14 it follows that two risk averters who agree 

on the probability of an event A will have mutually favorable bets if A 

is fundamentally adverse for one party and AC is fundamentally adverse for 

the other. 9 Also, if cp"' > 0 for both and A is adverse for one risk 

averter and AC is adverse for the other. 

The cases covered by these propositions are clearly very special and 

there are clearly many events that offer mutually favorable bets which do 

not satisfy these conditions. If subjective probabilities differed markedly, 

it would clearly take substantial disuti1ities of dependence to offset the 
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favorability of the mutually attractive odds the parties would be able to 

offer each other. Generally speaking, an event is promising as a basis 

for a potential bet if it is either substantially more probable for one of 

the potential participants or substantially more adverse for one participant. 

If the reader agrees that the world is full of opportunities for mutually 

favorable bets, then it is natural to wonder why more betting is not observed. 

Various reasons have been offered (see e.g. Smith [15J, Aumann [4J). These 

are briefly discussed below, but I believe this is another matter which 

should receive further study. It is not that there is any lack of possible 

explanations, but rather that knowing with more confidence which of the 

various possible explanations are important in particular circumstances 

would have implications for public'policy toward betting and, more importantly, 

would add to our understanding of decision under uncertainty in general. 

A. Transactions Costs. Although it costs no money for 

two private parties to agree to a bet, it does take some 

time and requires some internal calculating. Substantial 

negotiations may be required if the basic event is compli

cated and it may cost something to observe. Guaranteeing 

performance by each party may be a problem and might 

involve putting up stakes thus foregoing cash balances. 

B. Moral Considerations. Some people's training includes 

classifying gambling as evil. For others, the reflection 

that goods and services as usually conceived are not in

creased by betting may suggest that prospective gains, at 

least in the long run, are illusory. Time spent in arranging 

bets may therefore be regarded as socially wasteful. Some 



may also feel that in nearly every bet one party is 

better informed and taking advantage of the other party. 

Someone who might not ha~e personal moral objections to 

betting may still feel that others will disapprove, or 

that winning will be accompanied by resentment on the 

loser's part. 

C. "Shaky" Prior Distrihutions. If I consider betting 

with a well informed person, his willingness to offer 

what may at first seem very attractive odds may give me 

second thoughts. My subjective probability of the event 

conditional on his offer may be much lower than my original 

subjective probability of the event. I may usually avoid 

betting with well informed people on the ground that the 

chances that my subjective probability given the offer 

will differ from the market odds sufficiently to overcome 

transaction costs is small. 

If my subjective probability of the betting event is "firm", 

i.e., largely independent of occurrence or nonoccurrence 

of other events about which I might learn before the 

decision is to be made, I might proceed despite the differ

ent subjective probability of a betting partner whose 

opinions I respect. To be in this position could imply 

that I feel I have as good information as anyone and have 

analyzed it reasonably well. 
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In analogous busi~ess situations, this consideration 

would seem to place a premium on investing in one's 

own business or at least in familiar areas. 

Instances of business behavior analogous to revising 

one's probability on learning of an informed person's 

willingness to make an opposing bet might be second 

thoughts on locating a plant after learning a respected 

competitor has rejected the location under consideration 

or reconsidering a purchase if the owner seems over

anxious to sell. 

Daniel McFadden has called my attention to the fact that 

this is also similar to Akerlof' s [1 J "lemon principle". 

The fact that a car is offered on a used car lot is itself 

evidence of mechanical difficulty. 
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D. Disutility of Losing. It seems possible that, for many 

people, losing a bet has disutility beyond whatever assets 

have to be paid to the winner. This is probably particularly 

true if the fact of losing will become known. Perhaps, for 

some, there is a counterbalancing direct utility of winning. 

It would be good to know something of these matters. Smith 

[llJ and Newsweek magazine [14J both invoked direct utility 

of being in a gambling situation as a major explanation of 

the behavior of habitual gamblers. Perhaps there is a counter

part to this for habitual nongamblers. 



E. Better Future or Alternative Opportunities. A bet 

might look favorable in terms of a decision maker's 

current commitments, but be rejected because he 

visualizes the future possibility of alternatives 

(e.g. investments, loans, increased savings, or a 

bet at more favorable odds) that look better. This 

raises complicated questions about the precise defi

nition of one's current prospect. It would seem that 

possible future opportunities must be considered as 

part of the current prospect as long as the decision 

maker assigns them sufficient personal probability 

that they may influence his current decisions. Thus 

contingencies that involve no contracts, negotiations, 

or stated plans may still be important parts of the 

current prospect. 
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Considerations raised in E above are illustrated by Markowitz' [12J 

contention that we should not expect to find any actual decision makers on 

convex portions of their utility of wealth functions. He reasoned that if 

several decision makers were in such positions, it would be natural for 

them to engage in games of chance - some acquiring wealth, others losing 

but all moving to levels of wealth at which their utility functions were 

concave. He then used the absence of such gambling as evidence that decisj 

makers were not to be found in convex regions. 

It seems to me (after a lapse of some years and numerous discussions) 

that this reasoning is not valid and that it also shows the danger in 
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reasoning as though the decision maker started from a position of certain 

wealth rather than having an uncertain current prospect. 

A simplified illustration is furnished by Figure 1. Suppose the 

curved line is the graph of a utility of wealth function shared by two deci-

sion makers. Suppose, by some miracle, each starts with certain wealth 

equal to xl' Then (2) indicates the initial wealth-expected utility 

combination for each party. Markowitz observes that by agreeing to flip 

a fair coin with stakes ~ - Xl = Xl - x3 ' each party could achieve the 

expected wealth-expected utility combination indicated by ~. After the 

coin was tossed, the winner would be at ~ and the loser at ~ Clearly 

~ is better than (I) for both parties, but this does not necessarily imply 

that the coin should be tossed. Suppose one party has a chance to take a 

training program. If it enables him to get a better job he will wind up in 

the vicinity of ~. If he spends time and money on the program and can't 

get the better job he will be in the vicinity of 0. If the chance of the 

better job given training is better than one-half, he should prefer training 

to coin tossing. A probability of .6 would put him in the vicinity of (i) 
An investigator studying the circumstances of a decision maker who planned 

such a training program would be misled unless he learned of the plan. 

This example has been drastically simplified but, hopefully, does 

illustrate the need for taking the whole current prospect into account anJ 

the relevance of aspects of the current prospect that may have not taken any 

readily visible form. 

A kind of actual decision problem that might roughly correspond to the 

example is that faced by low income rural residents for the past several 

decades. Moving to the city involves increased wealth if employment is 
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found, but, for most, decreased wealth if employment is not found. Some 

form of gambling would be an alternative venture, but presumably, if the 

move is well chosen it offers more favorable odds as well as being morally 

more acceptable to many. This experience should be more carefully studied 

in a more complete decision-theory framework. An explicitly dynamic frame

work would probably be desirable. 

Another feature of actual decision making that was not taken into 

account in the theoretical sketch is that decisions are sometimes made with 

respect to classes of ventures rather than individual ventures. Some people 

decide not to engage in betting, others not to purchase stocks, etc. These 

may represent judgments that, for the class as a whole, whatever favorable 

ventures might be found would probably not pay costs of investigation and 

transactions costs. In a more elaborate model, decisions as to what opr 

tunities to investigate might well precede decisions as to what opportunities 

to undertake. 

Although it has been emphasized at several points that a more complete 

theoretical model than the one used here 'will probably be needed to help 

understand many aspects of decisions under uncertainty, it seems to IT,' 'ilat 

the model that was sketched does have some usefulness, particularly in calLL, G 

attention to the importance of the interdependence between the current pros

pect and any venture that might be considered. If people are primarily iLsk 

averters, then a venture that promises positive returns under events that 

are unfavorable for the current prospect is worth more utiles than an othey-'

wise similar venture that is independent of or positively correlated with 

the current prospect. Negative correlation with the current prospect is the 

essence of insurance and has properly been recognized as an important aspect 



of portfolio analysis, but it is actually an important part of any 

venture that might be considered, betting included. 
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The widespread impression that betting is socially wasteful because 

someone wins and someone loses has been cited as one reason most of the 

population doesn't bet. However, bets need not be socially wasteful if 

people's current prospects are such that a bet reduces the spread or 

uncertainty in both participants' prospects, or if it reduces one party's 

uncertainty sufficiently that he is willing to compensate the other. 

Some hypothetical betting possibilities that might be suggestive 

are noted below. Of course, if bets are sometimes worthwhile it seems 

likely that exchang~s of more general ventures would be still more 

beneficial. However, for the sake of simplicity, bets seem a good 

special case to consider first. 
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Example I. A specialty crop 

Suppose a hypothetical fruit, call them plones, is grown in a small 

geographic area and is very sensitive to rain during the ten-day harvest 

period; a measurable rain almost completely ruining the crop. As harvest 

approaches, growers are in a precarious position having used most of their 

liquid assets to plant and cultivate. Plones can be stored at moderate 

cost and each year there are warehouses with one-fourth to one-half of a 

crop in storage as harvest approaches. When the dates of harvest can safely 

be forecast, suppose the growers bet on rain and the warehousemen bet against 

rain during the harvest period. If it rains the growers will lose their crrD 

but collect their bets. The warehousemen will payout of the increased prJ_cf' 

of plones in storage. If no rain, the growers will payout of the crop and 

the warehousemen will recover storage costs by winning bets. 

If growers sought security through the usual crop insurance someone 

would have to verify the preharvest condition of the crop and the company 

and growers would have to negotiate their estimates of any losses incurred. 

This would add greatly to the cost. A bet should be much less expensive. 

All that would have to be verified would be rain or no rain at a weather 

station in the growing region. If the region were small enough, rain at 

the weather station should be a good indicator of probable damage. A f"'0' 

who lost his crop even though there were no rain at the station would Ie _,c 

doubly, crop and bet, but if this compound event has sufficiently small 

probability, covering it may not be worth the loading added to an insuraw'c 

premium. 
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Example II. A merchant 

A merchant has put most of his liquid assets into inventories of 

seasonal items. If retail sales in his region hold reasonably well, he 

is almost sure he can sell enough to avoid severe financial strain. On 

the other hand, if there is a regional slump, there isn't much he can do. 

'Suppose he bets that retail sales in his area will be less than 80 percent 

of normal. This clearly reduces the uncertainty in his prospect. 

There may not be a natural second party to take this bet at actuarial 

value, but, assuming a regional slump is his main hazard, he might well be 

able to afford to offer sufficiently good market odds that people who hold 

conservative securities (and thus have current prospects largely independent 

of regional sales) would be induced to risk some of their funds. 

If the merchant tried to insure his own sales, both an incentive prol-: :!" 

and a problem of verification would innnediately arise. The merchant r:ould 

make his coverage more precise by placing several bets - one that region"l 

sales would be 80 percent or less, one that they would be 70 percent or 

less, etc. 

Example III. A patient 

A handicapped person contemplates an operation which, if successful, 

will greatly increase his earning power. If it fails his physical cir

cumstances are about as before. Suppose he bets the operation fails. Lc 

he loses the bet, he pays out of increased earnings. If he wins the bet c 

it covers the cost of the operation, he has not lost financially. The dOI,:01:' 

and the hospital might be good prospects to take his bet. Any effect on t:Leir 

incentives would certainly be in the right direction. The same final pro'pect 
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could be achieved if the doctor and/or hospital charged more for successful 

operations. 

Example IV. Fixed money income 

Someone on social security or other fixed money income might bet that 

the consumer price index will rise at least x percent in the next ten years. 

Although the bet might be better than doing nothing, a person who can shift 

his assets might be able to do better by other devices. If there are some 

for whom some combination of bets is the best alternative, the government 

might be a good second party, especially if the government claims to be 

pursuing effective price stabilization. 

The first two examples suggest that insurance may sometimes be obtained 

more economically by making payment conditional on a general easily observd 

event rather than a special event that relates directly to the persoPll 

affairs of the insured. No-fault insurance seems to substitute a soevhat 

more general event, occurrence of specified damage in a vehicular accident, 

for a still more specific event that also includes specification of legal 

liability. 

James C. Hickman has suggested that pools created by compani(s to com

pensate a firm experiencing a strike (and similar pools among labor unions) 

are essentially combinations of bets of the type illustrated, and tha(:. ferr]')l 

reinsurance arrangements11 have similar qualities. 

Thus the theory does not suggest a new phenomenon, but the gCDQral 

theoretical conditions under which favorable exchanges exist suggest furtlle; 

study to see if there are unexploited opportunities in practical affairs. 
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FOOTNOTES 

,', Earlier versions of this paper were presented at a Department of 
Economics Seminar at the University of Minnesota in April, 1972, and 
at the Third NSF-NBER Conference on Decision Rules and Uncertainty 
at the University of Iowa in May, 1972. The author is indebted to 
James C. Hickman and S. Y. Wu for useful suggestions. 

Research was conducted under Grant GS-33l7 of the National Science 
Foundation. 

1. Applications of this formulation are more general than may appear at 
first glance. If the prospective venture "interacts" with the current 
prospect so that they are not additive, one can always define Z as 
the prospect that will result from taking the new venture and then set 
Y = Z - X. For example, if X represents mainly returns from an 
existing processing plant and the new venture is an additional plant 
whose construction would interfere in some ways with operation of the 
existing plant, then possible returns from the existing and prospectivp 
plants would not be additive. However, one could define Z as pros
pective returns from both facilities and then define Y = Z - X as 
the new venture for purposes of analysis. In fact, given a dichotop 
choice from any source, one can always label the alternatives X .c'l.l. 

X + Y and proceed to compare. 

Analysis of the dichotomous case in this form can also be used dS a 
first step in analysis of more general cases. X; can be a choice 
from [Xe :SES} if SES and E cp(X;) ~ E CP(X'S + Ys) VSES where 
Y s = Xs - Xi' • 

2. Sufficient conditions for (2.6) to hold for a particular nand 
are 

(i) cp(m)(X + y) is integrable for m = 0, 1, ", n-l. 

(ii) cp(m)(x + y) exists for all x in the range of 

X(w) and for m = 1, 2, .. , n. 

(iii) There exists an integrable function, g(x) , such 

that ICP(m)(x + y + h) _ cp( m) (x + 
y) I ~ g (x) for 

h 
m = 0, 1, .. , n-l and for all h in an interval 
about ° . 

. For n = 1 this is a standard theorem. See e.g. Cramer [9, page 
67J or McShane [1~ page 2l7J. Under the stated conditions, the theorem 
can be applied to successive derivatives. 
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This is always possible. If the original universal event 0 does 
not permit the definition of such a random variable, define 0* = 0 X R 
where R is the real line. Let P be the probability measure on R 
determined by Fy and let p* be the ~roduct weasure P X P on 0* 
Then define X* by X* (m,r) = X(m), Y by Y (m,r) = Y(m) and W 
by W(m, r) = r . 

Using the notions of gain, spread, and dependence, there can be six 
somewhat different decompositions depending on the order in which the 
components are introduced. One could, for instance, let Uv = U; + U~~ + U: 
where 

U; = E cp(X + W E cp(X) 

,~ 

UD = E CP(X + Y E CP(X + W 

U: E cp(X + Y) - E CP(X + Y - y) 

For sufficiently small increments of ventures, these differences become 
negligible. 

5. One must be careful not to assume that every venture which can be 
undertaken in various amounts defines a one-dimensional family. Various 
sized additions to a factory will not generally yield proportionare 
returns under all events. A $10,000 insurance policy on a given' 
erty is not an exact multiple of a $1,000 policy. However, bets and 
purchases of a specific security are usually exact or approximate one
dimensional families. 

6. Propositions of this type in economic literature stem from Arrow 
[3, page 100J. 

-7. Since versions of Yx can differ on sets of measure zero, this ( >1 d 
be more accurately stated - "if there is a version of;: that is 
strictlI increasing and corresponds to a regular conditional probabilit~l'. 
Since Yx enters only under an integral, the choice of a particular 
version does not affect the equations. 

8. As a hurried and inexpensive check on divergent opinions I hand~'cl a 
short questionnaire to early arrivals at an economics seminar on Apri 
24, 1972. Responses to the question -

'~at are your personal probabilities of the following events? 

a. Richard Nixon will be reelected president 
next November. 

b. Edward Kennedy will be the nominee of the 
Democratic party. 

c. The Balance of Trade deficit of the United 
States, for the fiscal 1972, will exceed five 
billion dollars. 



8. (Continued) 

were 

Question 

a 

d. North Vietnam, the Viet Cong, the Saigon 
government, and the United States will 
agree to a permanent cease-fire before 
August 1, 1972. 

e. The legislative maintenance appropriation 
to the University of Minnesota for 1973-75 
will be less than $150 million (comparable 
figure for 1971-73 is $162 million)." 

RESPONDENT NUMBER 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

. 75 .35 .6 . 95 .48 . 75 . 55 .6 .8 . 95 
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11 Range 

.4 .35 - . 95 

--I 

9. 

b .10 .2 

c .50 .1 

d .10 .05 

e .05 .1 

Since they agree 
equal subjective 
for each party. 
party. 

.2 .3 .35 .20 .25 .2 .3 .10 .08 .08 -

.2 .7 .55 .50 .10 .3 .5 1.0 .15 .1 -

.1 .2 .25 .30 0 .1 .1 0 .5 0 -

.1 .1 .40 .05 0 .1 .3 0 .01 0 -

on PA, they can make a bet for which market odds 
odds for each party. This meRns Y = 0 and G'(O) 
Proposition 13 assures that D' (0) > 0 for each 

.35 

.7 
--

~, 

-

• i4 

o 

10. The 1972 Amendments to the Social Security Act move in this direcLlon. 

11. See references [5J, [6J, [7J and [8J. 

I 
I 
t , 
i 
I 

, 
I 

I 
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